The Bahamas: Hurricane Dorian

Who What Where activities / presence in affected area by cluster:
As of 20 September 2019 at 16:30

**Water, Sanitation and Hygiene**

- **City of Freeport**: AONGO, BUYDC, MERCY CORPS, THIRD WAVE VOLUNTEERS, SP, ADRA, UNICEF
- **Grand Cay**: UKAID
- **West Grand Bahama**: SP
- **North Abaco**: UKAID, SP
- **Hope Town**: WORLD HOPE INTERNATIONAL, UKAID
- **Moore's Island**: IFRC, CARPHA, PAHO/WHO, ADRA, LEND A BAHAMAS, UNICEF, WCK

Supported by the German Federal Foreign Office and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands.

To add your presence and activity please go to: http://bit.ly/BHSUsefullinks and follow the link for BHS (3W WhoWhatWhere)
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